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Since the publication of this report, we have discovered that the GR24 sample referred to as ‘‘the active enantiomer form’’ is a
racemic mixture of two 5-deoxystrigol (5DS) configured enantiomers, GR24-5DS and GR24-ent-5DS, which has now been termed
rac-GR24 in the literature. For details on these and other GR24 enantiomers, please refer to Scaffidi et al., 2014, in the references of
our original paper. We recognize that this may affect some of the conclusions in our paper; for example, if HTL/KAI2 is enanantiomeri-
cally selective, the lower Kd reported in Figure 1 for the ‘‘active enantiomer’’ may reflect this. However, this conclusion will require
future direct binding studies with specific enantiomers that are not available at this time. Overall, this does not affect our conclusions
regarding HTL/KAI2 as a receptor for strigolactones (SL), karrikins, and cotylimides, the nature of HTL/KAI2 interaction with MAX2
and its use to identify new SL mimics, and the effect of structurally diverse SL mimics on parasitic plant germination. Although we
stand behind our key findings, we would like to apologize to the community if this has caused any confusion.Chemistry & Biology 21, 1253, September 18, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1253
